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Glenbriar secures exclusive Canadian licence 
 from top European cyber security firm 

 
 

CALGARY, AB, June 17, 2014 — Glenbriar Technologies Inc. (CSE: GTI) is pleased to announce that it has 

entered into an exclusive Canadian licence with Deep-Secure Ltd., a world-class cyber security firm 

headquartered in the United Kingdom. The licence will allow Glenbriar to market and distribute Deep 

Secure products across Canada, either on a stand-alone basis, or incorporated within Glenbriar’s existing 

products and services.  
 

The acquisition of this licence fits into Glenbriar’s broader strategic vision of repositioning its product and 

service offerings to better meet growing client demand for enhanced cyber security. 

The principal focus of Deep-Secure is the securing of information sharing activities among computer 

networks, applications and the people who operate them.  From the secure handling of supply chain 

documentation to the protection of process controls managing critical infrastructure, Deep-Secure 

provides high assurance solutions that are now being used across a wide range of industries, as well as by 

criminal justice, defence and intelligence agencies. 

Robin King, CEO of Deep-Secure, indicated that, “We are delighted to enter into an agreement with an 

organisation that has a clear vision to address the acute cyber security challenges facing customers and 

to be able to work with them to expand the reach of our products into the Canadian market.” 

Robert Matheson, CEO of Glenbriar Technologies, noted that, “The establishment of this relationship will 

allow us to create a presence at the forefront of the Canadian cyber security sector. This is both 

complementary to our historic product offerings, and timely too, as the security and protection of 

corporate information and intellectual property has become a major focus of business in recent years.” 

The proprietary cyber security products developed by Deep-Secure will be marketed from Glenbriar’s 

offices in British Columbia, Alberta and Ontario. 

About Deep Secure 

Deep-Secure Ltd. specializes in the development and marketing of 

sophisticated software to enable information-sensitive corporate and 

public institutions to securely share information across networks of 

differing security levels. Deep-Secure’s products operate across a wide 

selection of information sharing protocols and data formats, and are employed by industries with 

extensive IP assets and by government agencies with responsibilities for intelligence gathering and 

national defence. Deep Secure also supplies cyber security solutions to NATO military installations and 

naval forces.  See www.deep-secure.com for more details.  

About Glenbriar 

Glenbriar Technologies Inc. (CSE: GTI) is a leading provider of Cloud-enabled business technology 

solutions.  From its offices in Calgary, Vancouver and Waterloo, Glenbriar’s IT professionals and software 

developers design, manage and support solutions that include IT Services, Cloud Services, Portals & 

Collaboration, Unified Communications and Software Services.  See www.glenbriar.com for more details. 

http://www.deep-secure.com/
http://www.glenbriar.com/
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For further information call: Robert Matheson  Robin King, President   
    Glenbriar Technologies Inc. Deep-Secure Inc. 
    +1 (403) 450-7410  +44 (0) 1684 892831* 
        *(add ‘011’ at start and drop ‘(0)’ 

              if dialling from North America) 

 
The CSE has not reviewed and does not accept responsibility for the adequacy and accuracy of this 
information. 
 
This news release may contain forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements do not 
guarantee future events or performance and should not be relied upon.  Actual outcomes may differ materially 
due to any number of factors and uncertainties, many of which are beyond Glenbriar’s control.  Some of these 
risks and uncertainties may be described in Glenbriar’s corporate filings (posted at www.sedar.com).  
Glenbriar has no intention or obligation to update or revise any forward looking statements due to new 
information or events. 


